Fiji Loses Dormitory License, Must Close House This Spring

By Douglas E. Heimburger

The Boston Licensing Board has revoked Phi Gamma Delta's dormitory license for seven months and indefinitely suspended the use of its fraternity house license until August. The board also reprimanded the fraternity for serving alcohol to a minor, which is a violation of the dormitory license issued to the fraternity.

The Phi Gamma Delta national fraternity has 45 chapters on college campuses throughout the country. It has been under intense scrutiny since the death of a Phi Gamma Delta fraternity member at The University of Texas at Austin in 1995.

The Phi Gamma Delta chapter at MIT was ordered to submit its results of an internal investigation by June 1. The board told the fraternity it will not allow Phi Gamma Delta to serve alcohol until Aug. 15, 2000, following the Krueger incident.

The board expressed its dismay at the fraternity's actions.

"MIT is investigating [and] if the investigation reveals underage drinking, MIT will take appropriate action, said Rosalind H. Williams, dean of student life and associate provost for academic affairs.

"What we know about is what we see in the police reports," said Commissioner Ellen E. Rooney, at a hearing held three weeks ago, police investigators refused to comment on most aspects of the case because of the ongoing grand jury investigation.
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World & Nation

Netanyahu Warns Against Unilateral Moves by Palestinians

Israel will annex the Jordan valley and other Israeli-occupied areas of the West Bank if the Palestinians unilaterally declare a Palestinian state, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said Wednesday. "I warned the Palestinians that they will meet with disaster if they declared a Palestinian state without the consent of the international community," he said. "We will not allow a Palestinian state to be established without our agreement." Netanyahu said he had told the Palestinians that they would face "a grave error" if they went ahead with their plan to declare a Palestinian state. The Palestinians are scheduled to hold a referendum on the issue next week.

Lawyers Demand One-Quarter Of Florida's $11.3 Billion Deal

By John Schwartz

The state of Florida announced a $11.3 billion settlement with the tobacco industry on Monday, bringing an end to a 14-year legal battle. The settlement, which is expected to be the largest in history, will pay $11.3 billion to the state's residents for health costs attributed to smoking.

The settlement includes $1.2 billion for the state's ongoing Medicaid costs and $10 billion for future health care costs. It also includes $1.05 billion for the state's past Medicaid costs, $1.05 billion for past health care costs, and $1.05 billion for future health care costs.

The settlement was reached after years of negotiations between the state and the tobacco industry. The state had initiated a lawsuit against the industry in 1999, seeking to recover billions of dollars in health care costs attributing to smoking.

The settlement agreement also includes provisions that will prohibit the tobacco industry from using state laws to block health care reforms and to maintain a $10 billion reserve fund to cover any future costs related to smoking.

The agreement also includes provisions that will prevent the tobacco industry from using state laws to block health care reforms and to maintain a $10 billion reserve fund to cover any future costs related to smoking.

This settlement is expected to have a profound impact on the state's health care system and will help to address the ongoing health care crisis.

Weather

Yesterday's News

By Chris Forest


Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low 50°F (10°C).

Wednesday: Sunny. High 70°F (21°C). Low 50°F (10°C).

Thursday: Partly cloudy. High 60°F (16°C). Low 50°F (10°C).
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Companies to Devise Internet Filter System to Help Families

By Melissa Healy

WASHINGTON

A coalition of technology and media companies, hoping to calm jittery parents and appease disgruntled lawmakers, agreed Monday to devise a system of filters that would help families shield children from adult material online.

The participants, including Walt Disney Co., America Online Inc. and Microsoft Corp., hope their effort to develop a private-sector solution will head off potential government intervention in the booming online marketplace.

During three days of meetings that began in Washington Monday, the companies will seek to call public attention to existing software products that enable parents to screen the kind of World Wide Web sites their children can view. And at a kick-off session, they promised to deliver new means of blocking children's access to inappropriate material.

But participants remained far from agreement on what the system they propose will look like, and expressed doubts that there will ever be anything like an industry standard — they said the complexities of the issue likely will result in a fragment of standards, and filters that will leave a great deal of choice — and responsibility — in the hands of parents.

This week's meeting comes five months after the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the 1996 Communications Decency Act, which would have barred the display of indecent material on the Internet, saying it violated the free speech rights of adults. While many Internet service providers joined civil liberties activists in cheering that decision, they acknowledged Monday that it has left many parents concerned they will have to block unwanted programs.

Lee Hockstader

Business

To Deal Setback to Hard-Liners

The West regards Physis as a loyal wartime disciple of Karadzic, a professional politician who has served as the party's secretary general since 1992, in which year he and his allies in the Serbian Radical Party will not win enough seats to form the 87-member government.

That would represent a sharp defeat for the hard-liners, who until now have used their comfortable majority in parliament to obstruct the U.S.-mediated peace plan for Bosnia and to challenge President Clinton's efforts to support the West.

It also is the clearest signal yet that an increasingly assertive ethnic politics, which led their people in the 1992-95 war and remain fervently nationalist, might be losing its grip on popular support.

Karadzic, a war crimes suspect indicted for genocide and crimes against humanity, is a fugitive from international justice, but he has exercised considerable influence in Bosnia and Herzegovina since the fall of 1995. It is not clear whether he has fled the country or is still in Serbia.

Despite the setback for the hard-liners, the election results hardly portend a calm political spring in Bosnia, a Balkan state riven by a bitter and sporadically violent dispute between its 10 million inhabitants.

In the days following the voting, Karadzic's Serb Nationalists have been criticized by many Bosnians for their rhetoric and tactics.

At issue are 820 hours of private or personal conversations scattered throughout the 4,400 hours recorded on Nixon's sound-activated taping system from 1971 to 1973, when the setup was discarded during Senate hearings on the Watergate scandals.

Nixon lawyers contend the private portions of the original must be cut up without permanent damage, the Justice lawyer said the tapes are the "property of the United States" and that it ha no obligation to prevent the United States from blocking or delaying oil sales.

Iraq, which always has been lukewarm about the program, said today that it might not renew its cooperation if the deal is not changed to prevent the United States from blocking or delaying oil sales.

In a formal report to the Security Council, Annan said that after a year's experience with the "oil for food" exemption to U.N. sanctions on Iraq, "the population of Iraq continues to face a serious nutritional and humanitarian situation." In particular, he said that 400,000 Bosnian Serb Elections Appear To Deal Setback to Hard-Liners

By Lee Hockstader

WASHINGTON

Elections in the Serb-controlled half of Bosnia appear to have broken the choke hold on parliament maintained by allies of former President Radovan Karadzic and other nationalists opposed to Western peace efforts.

Although complete official results of the Nov. 22-23 vote might not be available for a week or more, analysts have agreed that the Serb Nationalists, including the Karadzic crowd is going to fold up their tents and go home," said a Western diplomat in Sarajevo, the Bosnian capital, in a telephone interview. "But they're definitely on the defensive."
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Editorial

The Nov. 14 incident at Theta Chi, in which a Boston University freshman was hospitalized with alcohol poisoning, demonstrates that the MIT Campus Police have once again withheld information from the MIT community. Although it is not clear whether any crimes were committed at Theta Chi, and the Boston Police were the first to respond to the incident, the Campus Police bear a legal and moral responsibility to keep the MIT community informed of incidents that may affect them. To date, the Campus Police have not fulfilled that responsibility.

The Campus Police have taken steps to give the appearance of keeping the community informed about crimes that happen here. The police log, which must be released to the local newspapers by law, is published regularly in both the Tech and Tech Talk. The log, along with other information about other security issues, includes information on groups on campus. The Campus Police also compile and disseminate a mid-year and annual report detailing crime statistics.

The past few weeks have been a time of high publicity for the Campus Police, with an ongoing advertising campaign to support the much-touted Cops in Shops program. The Campus Police Department is happy to go public about a new program or a public service project. But when an incident causes controversy or brings damaging media attention, it’s another story altogether.

For example, the Campus Police chose not to include the Theta Chi incident in the published police log — nor did the demonstration that the MIT Campus Police have once again muzzled their information. For whatever reason, the Campus Police did not deem it necessary to publicly mention their involvement. In the past, incidents have been excluded from the police log or the annual crime report, by virtue of the fact that they occurred “off-campus.”

The Campus Police Security Act of 1990 mandates that the campus police departments nationwide provide their communities with full and accurate records of crimes that happen on campus. The act also enumerates the specific crimes, including liquor law and drug abuse violations, that the police must publish statistics for. According to the Campus Police Security Act of 1990, the term “campus” includes any building or property owned by student organizations recognized by the institution.

The Campus Police have been required to keep track of incidents at MIT fraternities and to include this data in its regular reports. Any chance at any police log, however, reveals a paucity of incidents at fraternities — and it’s not that crime doesn’t occur in fraternities, or even that the CPs are never called to respond there. In the case of Scott S. Krueger ’01, the Campus Police claimed to have simply forgotten to include the incident in the police log. It seems more likely that they have simply become accustomed to not reporting incidents in fraternities.

The Theta Chi incident shows that the Campus Police need to do a better job of keeping the community informed. Regardless of the legality of remaining silent on what happens in fraternities, the Campus Police have a responsibility to the community to keep us informed of what crimes have occurred on campus.
Harvard's Grapes of Wrath

A Refreshing Lack of Substance Characterizes the Latest Harvard Debate

Douglas E. Heimbigner

While the Institute has a somewhat-meaningful relationship with other schools and companies, it offers microwave-cooked turkeys that are hot and appetizingly dressed but not very nutritious. What is reflected outside to graduate schools and companies is not what is reflected on the inside. If MIT is not what it is made to appear, neither suffer unduly. Like a funny mirror at the circus, the compromise position returning to a C-centered system damaging to its commitment to academic excellence. For the most part, students find the idea of place it at the forefront of schools and reiterates that MIT is a school at which MIT's relationship with its counterparts. In this way, has naturally beckoned the be the average student's
dent, the professor feels he or she is giving fers need modifier to re-
they are really choosing between an A and a decade. Faced with more medical hools would
Second, internal modifiers muddle MIT's relationship with other schools and companies. It offers
Harvard wasn't the only school to ban grapes in the early 1990s: students at Yale, Boston College, and Brown did not buy as many grape as it could. They come to earn
Another reason Asian students are attracted to white men is because many have had bad relationships with their Asian fathers who unfortunately do not buy the stereotype. When an Asian woman sees a white girl being genuine-ly hugged by her father, it is not only natural for her to want the same thing, for both herself and her future children.
There is another point to consider. It would be too difficult to try to convince an Asian man to change his ways, so Asian women are more willing to date Asian men who are largely obliterating a GPA. It therefore could never really understand my status as other school because to me, I was an Asian American because I was a student who had not been good enough. And as much as I was what I encountered in college, my status as an Asian American woman was never seen as a sexual object. Rather, I was seen as a source of knowledge from dating.
I went to college at rice University, I encountered the typical white American with an A. There were several white girls who actually were interested in dating me, as an Asian. It is very difficult to date white girls who are purely thinking sex from a white male who is actually interested in you as a person. And a lot of Asian women are genuinely interested in you because they are also thinking about sex in the back of their mind, and they are looking for a lot of Asian women get caught. They don't know the difference between what they do, the question arises, do his good points out- weigh the bad?

There is always talk about white men having Asian fetishes. But what about Asian women who have white fetishes or Latino fetishes or even black fetishes? Believe me, they exist.?
"...The gameworld of Terra is actually a living, growing entity..."

The Adrenaline Vault, 20 October 1997

You can only play Terra on the Internet. Try it absolutely free for one month.
Schmich Talks About Inspiration, Media Attitudes

Mary T. Schmich speaks last Wednesday in Walker Memorial. The Class of 2001 sponsored the lecture in an attempt to raise student morale.

SCHMICH, from Page 1

"I keep that one because I'm in the news business," Schmich said. "I also know that the news, the none of the news draws out what is really important to us."

"A good poem... gives us the words to help you formulate your life," she said.

MIT students carry responsibility

Schmich also reminded students of the responsibilities associated with going to such a prestigious school, relating it to how Williams, also a doctor who helped the poor, understood his social responsibility.

"You're at MIT, one of the great schools of the world," Schmich said. She also told students "to understand with a sense of obligation, not with arrogance, but with obligation, the power you have."

Schmich also mentioned the inspiration she drew from her parents. "The very fact that he [my father] was a common man... that's where the inspiration in my life comes from me."

And her mother?

"Because she put up with my father," and because she taught Schmich, "you can never blame anyone else for your life."

Schmich ended her speech with a reminder to remain inquisitive. "How should we live," someone asked me in a letter. "The most pressing questions are the naive ones."

Answering that question, she read from a column she wrote about a student from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign who died in Pamplona, Spain at age of 22 at the Running of the Bulls.

She read, "The people that loved him may wish he never went, but they can still admire the breadth of spirit that took him there. Breath of spirit, Schmich said, is "what allows you to let inspiration soak in."

Students question columnist

After her speech, Schmich fielded questions from the audience.

One student asked how she felt about having her column passed through the Internet as the MIT commencement speech given by Kurt Vonnegut.

Schmich described her shock, surprise, and bewilderment at the whole situation. "What if I had been channeling Kurt Vonnegut that day?"

She finally resolved her questions by contacting Kurt Vonnegut.

"Glamour magazine called me and wanted to reprint it, [and] wouldn't believe me when I said I didn't write it," Vonnegut told Schmich in a phone conversation.

She also spoke of finally understanding what it meant to be in the center of the media circus. "For the first time in my life I became the object of what it is that I do," Schmich said. "I came to know what it is like to be the raw meat in the feeding frenzy."

Another student asked Schmich what the hardest part of being a journalist was.

The columnist almost immediately answered, "The fact that people dislike journalists, for one thing."

"There is a superficiality to it that I don't like — in what I do, in what I read," she said.

Another student asked her to conjecture on why the case of misunderstood authorship gained such great media attention.

"I think it became a big story for a weird convergence of reasons," Schmich said.

These included the facts that, August was a slow news month, Vonnegut was a popular writer, journalists like writing about other journalists, and people have "an enthusiasm and fascination with the Internet."

Another student asked her to discuss why she placed emphasis on the here and now in the speech she had given.

"You really become aware of how much of your life is committed to a moment in the future," Schmich said. "You realize that didn't get you all the places you wanted to be."

Schmich was also asked what she would add to the commencement address.

Initially she said nothing. "I think the reason it works is because it's really short!"

But she later admitted that there was one caveat she would add: "Just do your work; just do your ordinary work, and you never know what kind of wonderful weird things will happen to you."
On the basketball court, a triple double is a rare achievement. At the Arsenal Mall, it's an everyday thing. That's because we've opened the doors to our newest store—Foot Locker, Lady Foot Locker, and Kids Foot Locker—all under one roof.

In other words, now you can drive to one convenient location and score, whether you're shopping for size two, twelve, or anything in between. And when it comes to selection and service, you'll score again. Each store features the latest athletic footwear and apparel from all the top brands, with the world's most knowledgeable staff to go with it. You get the expertise of the Foot Locker stripes, the woman-to-woman service of Lady Foot Locker, and the certified Fit Experts of Kids Foot Locker—all in a state-of-the-art environment you'll have to see to believe.

So clip the $10 coupon below and make your move. We're right off the food court, underneath the original Boston Garden scoreboard. Just aim for the stripes.

---

Foot Locker  Lady Foot Locker  Kids Foot Locker

$10 OFF

Pianist Eleanor Perrone plays the works of Haydn, Chopin, and Barber in a concert in Killian Hall last Monday.

Learn how to shoot people... or turkeys!

Join The Tech photography staff and learn great picture techniques.

Call 253-1541 or stop by room W20-483 in the Student Center, and ask for Greg, Gabor or Indy.

R. B. WEBBER & COMPANY

R. B. Webber & Company is a strategy consulting firm located in Silicon Valley.

WHAT WE DO

- Provide strategic business planning advice to high-technology companies
- Work with senior management at high-growth companies, ranging from start-ups to the Fortune 500
- Enjoy a dynamic and entrepreneurial work environment with thirty professionals
- Promote advancement based solely on performance

WHAT WE DON'T DO

- Spend two years of our lives on a systems integration project for a utility company
- Ship our consultants to Cleveland for four days a week to re-engineer and downsize a cement plant
- Employ a large, formal hierarchy with little senior-level exposure for new associates
- Maintain a pyramid organization with advancement based on seniority

R. B. Webber & Company is currently looking for creative and self-motivated individuals for the Research Associate position. Research Associates are responsible for research and analysis, financial and market modeling, development of recommendations and presentations to the client.

If you are interested in employment at R. B. Webber & Company, please submit a resume and cover letter to the MIT Career Office.

Resume Deadline: December 8th

R. B. Webber & Company will interview on campus on February 4th and 5th.
HOW ARE CLASSES?

RATING SCALE

1 = BAD
2 = •
3 = •
4 = AVERAGE
5 = •
6 = •
7 = EXCELLENT
0 = NOT APPLICABLE

These marks WILL NOT scan!!!

MIT SUBJECT EVALUATION
November 14 - December 10

Brought to you by Academic Services, Room 7-133

BOOZ·ALLEN & HAMILTON

TRADITIONAL THINKING           TODAY'S THINKING

E=MC²                  MIT Ph.D + BOOZ·ALLEN =
                        Fascinating Consulting Career

If you'd like to hear more about global careers at Booz·Allen & Hamilton, come to our presentation on Monday, December 8th at 6:30pm in the DoubleTree Guest Suites Hotel, Boston, MA in the Charles River Room - A reception will follow. Attire is informal.

You are welcome to bring your resume or C.V. to the presentation or submit it at a later date. For further information, please contact Cheryl Muia at 800-221-4692 ext. 6136.
Applications are available at the Coop service desk of any Coop branch, or the Member Service Office at the Coop at Harvard Square.

Final date for return of application is 5:00 pm, Fri., Dec. 12, 1997.

For additional information, contact:
Allan Powell, 499-2025,
apowell@thecoop.com,
or see the Coop's Home Page HTTP://www.thecoop.com

---

**Resume:**

**Morgan means more challenge and responsibility**

Interviews with 1st year MIT graduate business students

December 12th deadline to submit cover letter and résumé for positions in

**January 23rd Interviews**

Private Client Group
Hiromi Printz
9 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019

**January 27th Interviews**

Investment Banking
Greg Pepe
60 Wall Street
New York, NY 10260-0060

**January 28th Interviews**

Sales, Trading, and Research
Sheri Berger
60 Wall Street
New York, NY 10260-0060

**February 17th Interviews**

Investment Management
Katherine Mutchnik
522 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10036

---

**Do You Have Asthma?**

Earn Up To $17/17.00!!

Call the Asthma Research Center to learn more about our program.

**BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL**

Trying to BEAT and TREAT Asthma

1-888-99-ASTHMA

Healthy Subjects Wanted

to participate in a genetic study at Brigham and Women's Hospital

$35.00 plus parking for 1 hour.

For more information, call:

617-732-4853

---

**JPMorgan**

www.jpmorgan.com

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.
Police in the published crime log.
The Campus Security Act of 1990 mandates that university police forces report campus crimes to their communities. The act defines campus areas to include any building or property owned or controlled by student organizations recognized by the institution.

"The campus police crime report is only going to deal within campus police jurisdiction," Williams said.

Chief of Campus Police Anne P. Glavin could not be reached for comment.

The incident at Theta Chi is the third involving the underage consumption of alcohol at fraternities this year. Cott. Krueger '01 died after drinking excessively at Phi Gamma Delta in September and in October, a Zeta Psi freshman attempted to purchase alcohol by presenting false identification.

The Institute is now in the third year of a three-year grading system experiment on the use of +/- grade modifiers. When the summer semester of 1998 comes to a close, the experiment will be over. The faculty must therefore consider and vote on the grading system policy.

We are asking ALL undergraduates, graduate students and faculty to respond to a survey about various grading options to make certain that everyone has an opportunity to voice an opinion to help the faculty make the best decision. The faculty needs your feedback about the impact that these options might have on your MIT educational career to ensure that the system meets the needs of the entire community — students and faculty.

To take the survey:
Go to http://feedback.mit.edu
Click on the link to "Plus/Minus Grading System Survey."

— Committee on the Undergraduate Program (CUP)

* Faculty: Please fill out the mailed questionnaire and return it by interdepartmental mail.

http://feedback.mit.edu
The Story So Far: Two FBI agents pay Rhino-Man a visit. One, Agent Fox Mortimer, relates how he believes that his sister has been kidnapped from the island she lives on. After some cajoling, Rhino-Man agrees to accompany them to that island.

Okay, Agent Mortimer, Agent Randolph, I think I see the island up ahead. It looks pretty deserted.

Look, I realize that your sidearms were confiscated at customs. I don’t expect that you’ll need them, but just in case, take these.

I see a dock...we’ll be there in five minutes.

Excellent.

Off Course by Hugo
This week's winners will each win two LSC movie tickets and one large tub of popcorn, courtesy of LSC. Showing this weekend:

- **1.** *Operation Condor* in 26-100
- **2.** *Goldfinger* in 10-250
- **3.** *Cop Land* in 26-100

Fri 7 & 10 p.m.
Fri 7:30 p.m.
Sat 7 & 10 p.m.
Sun 4 & 7 p.m.

Send your answer to trivia@the-tech.mit.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday.
Two random drawings from all of the correct entries will be held to determine this week's two winners.

---

**Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Butler W. Lampson designed a language for writing verifiable systems programs, and named it Euclid, after the ancient Greek geometer.**

In the late 1970s, a group led by Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Butler W. Lampson designed a language for writing verifiable systems programs, and named it Euclid, after the ancient Greek geometer.

What parallel programming language developed at Yale in the 1980s was named for a porn star?

---

**Biographical Languages**

In 1971, Nicklaus Wirth introduced the programming language Pascal, named after the 17th century French philosopher, physicist, and mathematician Blaise Pascal.

In the late 1970s, a group led by Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science Butler W. Lampson designed a language for writing verifiable systems programs, and named it Euclid, after the ancient Greek geometer.

This week's winners will each win two LSC movie tickets and one large tub of popcorn, courtesy of LSC. Showing this weekend:

- **1.** *Operation Condor* in 26-100
- **2.** *Goldfinger* in 10-250
- **3.** *Cop Land* in 26-100

Fri 7 & 10 p.m.
Fri 7:30 p.m.
Sat 7 & 10 p.m.
Sun 4 & 7 p.m.

Send your answer to trivia@the-tech.mit.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday.
Two random drawings from all of the correct entries will be held to determine this week's two winners.

This feature was brought to you by the CAC Program Board. Today's facts are by the MIT Quiz Bowl team. Members of the quiz bowl team are not eligible.
THE INSTALLATION IS SUCCESSFUL. I HAVE 128 KILOBITS PER SECOND OF DIGITAL ACCESS TO THE INTERNET.

AS TRADITION REQUIRES, I DO THE ENGINEER'S VICTORY DANCE.

I DON'T HAVE A MASTERS DEGREE FROM A TOP COLLEGE. I'M INSULTED BY THIS NEW POLICY.

AND NEW HIREs MUST BE THIS TALL TO WORK HERE.

FROM NOW ON, WE'LL ONLY HIRE PEOPLE WITH MASTERS DEGREES FROM THE TOP COLLEGES.

ASOK, AT THIS COMPANY, WE THINK OUR INTERNS ARE AS IMPORTANT AS MINKS TO A MINK COAT.

UM... MINKS DO NOT ENJOY ANY OF THE BENEFITS OF THE MINK COAT.

AND THEY'RE I MUST REPORT YOU TO THE ANALOGY POLICE.

THE ANALOGY POLICE

MY BOSS SAID I WAS AS IMPORTANT AS A MINK IS TO A MINK COAT.

THAT SOUNDS FINE TO ME.

BUT THE MINK DIES.

I GUESS YOU WON'T BE LEAVING A FULL FIFTEEN PERCENT TIP.
Michael J. Woods '00 (left) scores the winning goal in last Monday's hockey game against the Milwaukee School of Engineering. MIT won the game 5-4.

For a recorded message of current rate information, call 1-800-4US BOND 1-800-487-2663

Take stock in America

Need to talk?
Call Nightline. x3-8800. They'll be there to listen.

And since a 12-year study shows that being 40% or more overweight puts you at high risk, it makes sense to follow these guidelines for healthy living:

Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables rich in vitamins A and C—oranges, cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches, apricots, broccoli, cauliflower, brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes whole-grain breads and cereals such as oatmeal, bran and wheat. Eat lean meats, fish, skinless poultry and low-fat dairy products. Drink alcoholic beverages only in moderation.

For more information, call 1-800-ACS-2345.
Ole Miss Sued over Right to Show Confederate Flag

Classified Advertising

For Sale

Allied Telesur Cemex MX105
Allied Telesur Cemex MX105
$1,000 to 10,000 (loan). Email: info@ms.com

SONY computer speaker and moni-
tor stand. Amplified stereo speakers with subwoofers 3" and 6" for stand. Input/output jacks in front and back. Email: daniella@mit.edu

Help Wanted

Webmaster wanted immediately for development of cool website. Ideally you have experience in web development, HTML, CSS, ASP, XML, and PHP. You will develop database, query and search engines. Contact Paul at pgleff@fulltime.net.

Talented and creatively savvy stude-
tent needed to assist program office in design and implementation of new web resources. Must have good knowledge of Photoshop and Web Authoring, and be interested in learning both. Available immediately. Great deal of autonomy! Please email me with portfolio at x37950, or call me at 98-7654, or stop by 210-060.

Fresh Samantha Juices is looking for a part-time employee to assist with sales and marketing. Fun work, flexible hours, great experience. Call (917) 268-4233, Get Juiced! Car is required.

Information

Cash Grant for Graduates:
Cash Grant for Graduates:
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### MIT dates & deadlines

Upcoming student deadlines and other important institute dates

This service is brought to you by the Office of the Dean of Students and Undergraduate Education. If you know of important dates we have missed, please send them to deadlines@mit.edu, and we will add them to the deadlines Web site: http://web.mit.edu/odsue/deadlines/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>What</th>
<th>Where</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon 12/8</td>
<td>Students graduating in Feb</td>
<td>Exit interview with Bursar’s Office</td>
<td>Eleanor Wolcott, <a href="mailto:ewolcott@mit.edu">ewolcott@mit.edu</a>, E19-215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thru Fri 12/19</td>
<td>Students who have MIT admin-</td>
<td>IAP PE lottery ends</td>
<td>Athena: “add prfct” (ret)”nProf &amp; ”(ret)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon 12/8</td>
<td>Undergraduates</td>
<td>IAP PE lottery ends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed 12/10</td>
<td>All students and faculty</td>
<td>Last day of classes</td>
<td>W32-125, 3-429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed 12/10</td>
<td>Students who missed the PE</td>
<td>IAP PE late registration begins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>students or who want to add another PE class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wed 12/10</td>
<td>Seniors and first-year graduate students</td>
<td>Deadline for applications for Whitaker</td>
<td>Roger Kamm, 3-258, 3-6320, <a href="http://www.-">http://www.-</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Foundation fellowships in biomedical</td>
<td>whitaker.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thur 12/11</td>
<td>Students who want to take skiing during IAP</td>
<td>Mandatory ski registration meeting</td>
<td>W32-125, 3-429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fri 12/12</td>
<td>Graduate students</td>
<td>Deadline to submit or change advanced</td>
<td>Academic depart-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>degree thesis title ($70 late fee)</td>
<td>ment; and D.Engel-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hard; <a href="mailto:dane@mit.edu">dane@mit.edu</a>, 8-64/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Displaced Students Go to Other Dorms

Fire, from Page 1

...carpeting following the incident as... water went down the stairwells... Ramsay said. “There was quite a bit of water in the A. Entry lounge, because a lot of water went down the back staircase. It went underneath the doors on the 14th and 15th floors.”

By Sunday, most of the damage to the apartment had been cleaned up. “We’re trying to ensure that we don’t encounter significant mildew or mold damage” by using portable fans, but the other damage had been fixed, Wilson said.

Most students go to other dorms

When physical plant determined that students would not be able to live in the MacGregor tower, the Institute’s emergency action plan went into effect, Ramsay said.

Cuts located at each dormitory’s desk were collected and placed in the MacGregor dining area to provide temporary barracks-style housing for residents who could not find another place to spend the night:

“Thankfully, most students had already begun to leave for home” for the Thanksgiving vacation, lessening the needs for the housing.

Ramsay said. Of the 158 students who live in the tower, only about a dozen people made use of the cot, “Most people went to other dormitories with friends or went to the low-rise.”

“We feel bad about the accident if anyone was inconvenienced," Wilson said, “but that is softened a bit by my knowledge that a number of students had already left.”

“The cots don’t look that all that comfortable,” said Aaron D. Adler ‘91, who spent the night with friends in another dormitory.

Students were allowed into the building to collect what they needed when conditions permitted it, Ramsay said. “We did our best to escort them to their rooms and get whatever their immediate needs were.”

Students living in the rest of MacGregor were unable to use their MITnet connections because of the power failure in the tower. Ramsay said. In addition, the laundry facilities were without power for those needing to do last-minute packing.

Hopefully, no students missed their plane ride as a result of the power outage. “We had one student who had a flight at 5 p.m.” and we got him out of the building by 5:30,” Ramsay said.

### Massachusetts Space Grant Consortium

SUMMER POSITIONS 1998

THE SPACE GRANT PROGRAM IS NOW OFFERING AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A SUMMER POSITION IN THE FIELDS OF SPACE SCIENCE AND SPACE ENGINEERING. THERE WILL BE A MEETING ON DECEMBER 3, 1997 STARTING AT 5:30 PM AT MIT BLDG 37, ROOM 252 (MARLAR LOUNGE WITH PIZZA & SODA). THIS MEETING WILL INTRODUCE THE PROGRAM AND WE WILL ALSO HAVE INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE PARTICIPATING COMPANIES.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SUMMER POSITION, PLEASE SEE HELEN HALARIS, 33-208; (617)258-5546; halaris@mit.edu, FOR AN APPLICATION OR FURTHER INFORMATION.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: DECEMBER 12, 1997
Save the whales.

Save the environment.

Save your numerically challenged checking account.

Save big, and get Microsoft Office 97 Professional Academic Edition for $199. Better yet, save really big — up to 73% — and get Office 97 plus two years of upgrades hassle-free, for just an additional $100:

Saving the world is tough enough without worrying about saving your last dime.

That's why we created the Microsoft Office 97 Academic Upgrade Program. For a limited time, you can get Office 97 Professional Academic Edition, plus two years of major upgrades, for just $299. That's up to a 73 percent savings off the U.S. estimated retail price. Just look for specially marked boxes of Office 97 at your campus reseller today. It's the worry-free way to keep up with the latest technology — and keep your wallet healthy and green.

MIT Coop at Kendall Square
3 Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 02142
617-499-3200

* All prices listed are U.S. estimated retail prices. Reseller prices may vary.

1 Based on the U.S. estimated retail price of $599 for Office 97 Professional Academic Edition plus 3% as the average number of upgrades in a two-year period (based on full retail upgrade is $399).


© 1997 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
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**SO YOU’RE GOOD IN MATH**

If you have a **strong math aptitude** and a **business orientation**, (math major not required) the actuarial profession offers unlimited career potential.

The Equitable, a financial giant, is one of the nation’s largest life insurance companies. As a member of our Actuarial Development Program, your skills will be developed through a series of varied job assignments and continued formal education.

A unique work-study summer internship is also available. (Housing provided for interested students.)

To schedule an interview on **February 6** for a summer or full-time position submit your resume at the Office of Career Services by noon on **December 8th**.

Jean L. Gee, FSA
Actuarial Associate

**Depression is a serious threat to anyone that has a brain.**

Depression is a condition of brain activity that can strike anyone. It can make life unbearable, but it is also relatively treatable. And that’s something you should always keep in mind.

Public Service message from SAVE (Suicide Awareness Voices of Education)

http://www.save.org

Now Hiring...

"Aieeyaaarrggh!... ...You flushed what??!!!"

Your lab partner still doesn’t know the difference between `rmm` and `rm`?

Teach ’em right!
Became an Athena Minicourse Instructor!

ATHENA® is looking for students to work as **Minicourse Instructors**

Starting in IAP 1998

If you are:

- An MIT student -- grad or undergrad
- An Athena user, and want to learn more about it
- Available for **two weeks of paid training** during IAP

If you want to:

- Improve your presentation skills
- Earn money
- Teach minicourses each semester and during IAP and R/O week

...this is the job for you!

**Prior Teaching Experience is NOT Required**

To request an application, or more information, please write to `<training@mit.edu>`

©Athena is a registered trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. And she’d better get used to it.

This space donated by The Tech

Whaddya Say To A Guy Who’s Had The Same Job For 50 Years, Has Never Called In Sick Or Showed Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation Or A Holiday, Never Asked For A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus And, Believe It Or Not, Has No Plans For Retirement?

Thanks.

Many Americans love their domesticated animals.

Sometimes, however, there are too many of them.

Please have your cat or dog spayed or neutered.
UC Extends Benefits to Same-Sex Domestic Partners

Short Takes, from Page 17

sure and we’re hoping for an appeal,” he said. “From the start we were hoping it would be a little less harsh,” he said of the verdict and the sentence.

[Old Gold and Black, Nov. 21]

Secret Service investigates writer

The Secret Service searched the apartment of Guy Branum and interro- 
gated the Daily Californian columnist about his published observations on the Clinton family.

The two agents conducting the investigation then told Branum to stay in his apartment when he was not in class. They said they had obtained his course schedule from the campus Office of the Registrar.

The columnist openly recorded the encounter with the agents on a Microcassette. University of California police confirmed that they helped the Secret Service set up the visit, although the Secret Service would not comment on it.

One agent told Branum the investigation was born after First Lady Hillary Clinton read a short news item about Branum’s column in USA Today and discussed it with a different agent.

Agent Chris Van Holt told Branum: “I want to make sure you don’t have any weapons or anything of the stuff that you see on TV that actually happens in apartments, like a big picture of Chelsea with a big X in blood on it.”

The columnist asked UC Berkeley students last week to “show your spirit on Chelsea’s visit by Gov. Pete Wilson, the CU Regents voted to extend health-care benefits to the domestic partners of gay and lesbian university employees.

agent. She proposed a failed amendment to the item which would approve 13 to 12 with one abstention.

Wilson made a rare appearance at the meeting last week in order to express his disagreement with the domestic-partner proposal, and to encourage the board to vote against creating the new benefit.

“The state does have a responsi- bility to adopt and follow policies that recognize and value the special status of marriage,” Wilson wrote earlier to the board. “That responsi- bility in my judgment heavily outweighs the argument offered in sup- port of creating this new benefit for unmarried partners of staff and facul- ty.”

Wilson also said in the letter that the approval of domestic-partner benefits for only homosexual employees would open the universi- ty to lawsuits from heterosexual employees who would be ineligible to receive such benefits.

According to Wilson, by granting benefits to same-sex couples, the university would be legally obligat- ed to grant the same benefits to unmarried heterosexual couples—a move he believes would further devalue the status of marriage.

The vote came down to Regent Velma Montoya, a Wilson appointee. She expressed her disapproval with the domestic-partner proposal, and to encourage the board to vote against creating the new benefit.

The estimated cost of pro- viding health benefits to employees’ same-sex domestic partners would be between $1.9 million and $5.6 million.

In order to qualify for benefits, a couple must each be at least 18 years of age, have lived together for at least 12 months, show mutual financial support and sign a contract stating that these conditions have been met.
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Times are tough. But for some they're tougher than others.

Last year, your contributions helped 37,000 recovering alcohol and drug abusers. This year, your help will be needed more than ever.

JOBS IN THE GLOBAL MARKET.....

We need someone with the confidence of a surgeon, the dedication of a marathoner and the courage of an explorer:

We have a unique opportunity for someone very special. A chance to spend two years in another country, live and work in another culture, to meet new people and acquire new skills. The person we're looking for might be a doctor, a nurse, or a retired nurse. Or maybe a teacher, a mechanic, or a college student... We need someone to join our 5000 people around the world helping to bring 60 developing countries around the world. To help people live better lives.

We need someone special. And we ask a lot. But only because so much is needed. This sounds interesting to you? Contact us for the packet we're looking for. Peace Corps volunteers. Find out. Call us at 617-565-5999

Peace Corps.
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Intercollegiate Volleyball Club
Wins over Eastern Nazarene

By Tony Lee

Depleted by the loss of key starters and bench players from last year's squad, the Intercollegiate Volleyball Club faced questions about depth and starting outside hitting as they entered their first pre-season game on Nov. 22 at Eastern Nazarene College.

The challenge was to overcome an exhilarating, fast-paced beginning, with the EC leading 16-15 in the first game. However, the Nazarene defense countered with a strong block and energetic offense, taking the lead 26-25 in the second game. The Nazarene offense continued to outshine the EC, winning the third game 17-15.

EC boasted a small, athletic lineup with solid defense and effective hitting. The Nazarene defense was particularly strong in the first game, with the team losing only 20 points and winning the game 28-26. In the second game, Eastern Nazarene's hitting proved to be the difference, with a victory of 25-23.

In the third game, Eastern Nazarene continued to dominate, winning 25-20. The Nazarene offense was particularly strong, with a 17-0 lead and a 25-20 win in the fourth game.

The Nazarene defense was also a key factor in the victory, with the team winning the last two games, 25-19 and 25-20. The Nazarene offense was particularly strong in the final game, with the team winning 25-20.

Eastern Nazarene proved tough, as they entered their first pre-season game on Nov. 22 at Eastern Nazarene College.